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FINAL STATEMENT

The Central Committee Fiom-Cgil helds 8 hours general strike Friday 9th of March with a national  
demonstration in Rome.

The demonstration of Saturday 18th is suspended and a General Assembly of shopstweards will 
take place in Rome.

We want to reaffirm all the reasons of the demonstration of 18th but underline:
1) We reject any changement in the art.18 (avoid the unfair dismissal) as it is the main 

element of dignity and freedom in the work.
2) Rights  in  the  work,  defend  the  employment,  creation  of  new  jobs,  are  the  real  

economic,  social  and political  priority.  We need to  reduce  precarious  employment, 
extend  the  rights,  defend  the  income  and  the  social  security,  avoid  the  gendre 
discrimination and discuss the last new modifications of the pension system.

3) We ask  for  an extraordinary  plan  of  public  and private  investments  to relance our 
industrial  system  based  on  vocational  training,  innovation  and  environmental 
sustainability.

4) We want to regain the National contract and requalification of the collective bargaining 
through a real democracy and representativeness in the right of freedom for the union 
in all workplace starting from Fiat.

The General strike has the meaning to fight against the Fiat and employers association’ choices 
We consider the choices of Italian government wrong as they don’t intervene on the reasons that  
produced the crisis but they simply cut the Social State, privatizing and attacking the labour rights.

The Central Committee support the Action day of 29 of February held by Etuc but it consider  
necessary  that  the  borning  new  European  Industrial  Federation  propose  an  initiative  that 
combines  all  the  union  struggles  to  ask  a  different  Europe  founded  on  employment  and 
democracy.

Approved with unanimous votes 
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